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ABSTRACT
Users often need to look through multiple search result pages or
reformulate queries when they have complex information-seeking
needs. Conversational search systems make it possible to improve
user satisfaction by asking questions to clarify users’ search in-
tents. This, however, can take signi�cant e�ort to answer a series of
questions starting with “what/why/how”. To quickly identify user
intent and reduce e�ort during interactions, we propose an intent
clari�cation task based on yes/no questions where the system needs
to ask the correct question about intents within the fewest conver-
sation turns. In this task, it is essential to use negative feedback
about the previous questions in the conversation history. To this
end, we propose a Maximum-Marginal-Relevance (MMR) based
BERT model (MMR-BERT) to leverage negative feedback based on
the MMR principle for the next clarifying question selection. Ex-
periments on the Qulac dataset show that MMR-BERT outperforms
state-of-the-art baselines signi�cantly on the intent identi�cation
task and the selected questions also achieve signi�cantly better
performance in the associated document retrieval tasks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In traditional Web search, users with complex information needs
often need to look through multiple pages or reformulate queries to
�nd their target information. In recent years, intelligent assistants
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Figure 1: A work�ow of the intent clari�cation task.

such as Google Now, Apple Siri, or Microsoft Cortana make it pos-
sible for the system to interact with users through conversations.
By asking questions to clarify ambiguous, faceted, or incomplete
queries, conversational search systems could improve user satisfac-
tionwith better search quality. Thus, how to ask clarifying questions
has become an important research topic.

There are two typical types of clarifying questions: special ques-
tions beginning with what/why/how etc. and general (yes/no) ques-
tions that can be answered with “yes” or “no”. Special questions
often let a user give speci�c information about a query such as
“What do you want to know about COVID-19?” for the user query
“COVID-19”. This kind of question is usually more di�cult and
requires more user e�ort to answer than questions such as “Do you
want to know the symptoms of COVID-19?”With an explicit option
in the question, users can easily con�rm or deny by saying “yes” or
“no”. In addition to requiring less e�ort from users, yes/no clarifying
questions make it easier for the system to decide when to show
text retrieval results. Users’ a�rmative answers could enhance the
system’s con�dence in the text retrieval performance.

Given these observations, we propose an intent clari�cation task
based on yes/no questions where the target of the system is to
select the correct questions about user intent within the fewest
conversation turns, shown in Figure 1. After the user issues an
initial query, the system asks yes/no clarifying questions to the user.
When the user provides negative feedback, the system asks another
question to con�rm the user’s intent. When the intent is con�rmed
or the limit of conversation turns is reached1, the system returns
the results of document retrieval. In the intent clari�cation task,
it is essential to leverage negative feedback about the previously
asked questions in the conversation history e�ectively to select
the next question. The principle of using negative feedback is to
�nd a candidate that is dissimilar to the negative results while
keeping it relevant to the query. In Web search, documents with

1Because it is impractical to ask unlimited number of questions to users, it is common
for conversational search systems to set a limit to the number of asked questions.
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negative judgments have limited impact on identifying relevant
results due to the large number of potential non-relevant results
[15, 31, 32]. In contrast, the intent space of a query is much smaller,
providing more opportunity to leverage negative feedback from
previous clarifying questions.

In this paper, we train an initial model to select the �rst clar-
ifying question based on the original query. Then we propose a
maximum-marginal-relevance (MMR) based BERT model (MMR-
BERT) to leverage negative feedback in the conversation history for
the next clarifying question selection. Experiments on the Qulac
[3] dataset show that MMR-BERT outperforms the state-of-the-art
baselines signi�cantly on the intent clari�cation task and the se-
lected questions also achieve signi�cantly better performance in
the associated document retrieval tasks. We then give a detailed
analysis of each method’s number of success conversations, the
impact of topic/facet type on each model, and the success/failure
cases of our model compared to the best baseline.

2 RELATEDWORK
There are three threads of work related to our study: conversational
search and question answering (QA), asking clarifying questions,
and negative feedback.

Conversational Search and QA. The concept of information
retrieval (IR) through man-machine dialog dates back to 1977 [17].
Other early work in conversational IR includes an intelligent inter-
mediary for IR, named as I3R, proposed by Croft and Thompson [12]
in 1987, and an interactive IR system using script-based information-
seeking dialogues, MERIT, built by [5] in 1995. In recent years, task-
based conversational search based on natural dialogues has drawn
much attention. Radlinski and Craswell [21] proposed a theoretical
framework for conversational IR. Vtyurina et al. [30] studied how
users behave when interacting with a human expert, a commer-
cial intelligent assistant, and a human disguised as an automatic
system. Spina et al. [27] studied how to extract audio summaries
for spoken document search. Trippas et al. [29] suggested building
conversational search systems based on the commonly-used inter-
actions from human communication. Most recently, Yang et al. [36]
conducted response ranking based on external knowledge given
a conversation history. Wang and Ai [34] propose to control the
risk of asking non-relevant questions by deciding whether to ask
questions or show results in a conversation turn.

Conversational question answering de�nes the task of �nding an
answer span in a given passage based on the question and answers
in the conversation history such as CoQA [24] and QuAC [9]. Qu
et al. [20] extended the task by introducing a step of retrieving
candidate passages for identifying answer span. This is more prac-
tical in real scenarios where ground truth passages that contain the
answers are often unavailable.

In this paper, we focus on the next clarifying question selec-
tion based on negative feedback to identify users’ true intent in
the fewest conversation turns, which di�ers from most existing
work in conversational search. Also, our intent clari�cation task is
fundamentally di�erent from the objective of conversational QA.

Asking Clarifying Questions. In the TREC 2004 HARD track
[4], systems can ask searchers clari�cation questions such aswhether
some titles seem relevant to improve the accuracy of IR. Rao and

Daumé III [22] collected a clarifying question dataset from the posts
in StackOver�ow and proposed to select clari�cation questions
based on the expected value of perfect information considering
the usefulness of potential answers to a candidate question. Later,
Rao and Daumé III [23] extended the work by using the utility [22]
in a reinforcement learning framework in product QA to handle
cases where contexts such as product information and historical
questions and answers are available. Sun and Zhang [28], Zhang
et al. [39] proposed to ask users questions about their preferred val-
ues on aspects of a product for conversational product search and
recommendation. Wang et al. [33] observed that a good question is
often composed of interrogatives, topic words, and ordinary words
and devised typed encoders to consider word types when generat-
ing questions. Cho et al. [8] proposed a task of generating common
questions from multiple documents for ambiguous user queries. Xu
et al. [35] studied whether a question needs clari�cation and intro-
duced a coarse-to-�ne model for clari�cation question generation
in knowledge-based QA systems. Zamani et al. [38] extracted the
facets of a query from query logs and generated clarifying questions
through template or reinforcement learning with weak supervision.

To study how to ask clarifying questions in information-seeking
conversations, Aliannejadi et al. [3] collected clarifying questions
through crowd-sourcing in a dataset called Qualc based on the
ambiguous or faceted topics in the TREC Web track [10, 11]. They
proposed to select the next clarifying question based on BERT repre-
sentations and query performance prediction. Later, [14] extended
the idea of pseudo relevance feedback and leveraged top-retrieved
clarifying questions and documents for document retrieval and next
clarifying question selection on Qulac. Aliannejadi et al. [2] then
organized a challenge on clarifying questions for dialogue systems
that raises the questions on when to ask clarifying questions during
dialogues and how to generate the clarifying questions.

Most existing work evaluates models based on either the initial
query or pre-de�ned conversation history, i.e., the models always
select the next question based on static conversation turns instead
of its previously selected questions. In contrast, we select the next
questions dynamically considering previous questions, which is
more practical. Also, other studies do not di�erentiate responses
that are con�rmation or denial. In contrast, we address how to
leverage negative feedback in the response.

Negative Feedback. Existing work on negative feedback has
been relatively sparse and mostly focuses on document retrieval
for di�cult queries. Wang et al. [31] proposed to extract a negative
topic model from non-relevant documents from its mixture with
the language model of the background corpus. The Rocchio model
[25] considers both positive and negative feedback and can be
used when only negative feedback is available. Wang et al. [32]
compared various negative feedback methods in the framework
of language model or vector space model. Later, [15] proposed
a more general negative topic model that further improved the
performance of di�cult queries. Peltonen et al. [18] designed a
novel search interface where users can provide feedback on the
keywords of non-relevant results.

Negative feedback has also been studied in recommendation
and product search. Zagheli et al. [37] proposed a language model
based method to avoid recommending texts similar to documents
users dislike. Zhao et al. [40] considered skipped items as negative
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Figure 2: Our Maximal Marginal Relevance based BERT
Model (MMR-BERT).

feedback and used it together with positive feedback to recommend
items by trial and error. Bi et al. [6] leveraged user feedback on
�ner-grained aspect-value pairs extracted from non-relevant results
in conversational product search.

Unlike these studies, we study how to leverage negative feed-
back to clarifying questions that are much shorter than documents
in open-domain information-seeking conversations. Our model
is based on pre-trained BERT [13] models and the Max Marginal
Relevance (MMR) [7] principle.

3 CONVERSATION INTENT CLARIFICATION
In this section, we �rst introduce the de�nition of the conversation
intent clari�cation task. To approach the task, we propose a two-
step method to ask clarifying questions in the conversation. We
illustrate the model for initial clarifying question selection in Sec-
tion 3.2 and the model that selects the next question using negative
feedback to previous questions in Section 3.3.

3.1 Task Formulation
Suppose that a user has a speci�c information need about an am-
biguous or faceted topic t . The user issues t as a query to the system
2. Let h = ((q1,a1), (q2,a2), · · · , (q |h | ,a |h | )) be the conversation
history between the user and the system, where the system asks
the user |h | clarifying questions Qh = {qi |1  i  |h |} about the
potential intents behind the topic, and the user con�rms or denies
the corresponding intent indicated in qi with ai . For any candidate
question q, its label � (q) = 2 if it covers the user’s true intent,
� (q) = 1 if it covers other intents of t , and � (q) = 0 if it is not
relevant to t . The system’s target is to identify the user’s true intent
within the fewest interactions, i.e., argmin( |QF = {q |� (q) = 2|).
Since it is not practical to ask too many questions, the system ends
the conversation and returns the document retrieval results when-
ever the user’s intent is con�rmed or the limit of conversations
turns k (|h |  k) is reached.

3.2 First Clarifying Question Selection
The �rst clarifying question is especially important to elicit user
interactions as it will impact the e�ectiveness of all the future ques-
tions and user interactions. The information available to select the
2We use topic and query interchangeably in the paper

initial question is the query itself. Thus it is essential to e�ectively
measure the relevance of a candidate question by how it matches
the user query.

Query-question Matching. In recent years, BERT [13] has
shown impressive performance in short-text matching tasks by
pre-training contextual language models with large external col-
lections and �ne-tuning the model based on a local corpus. We
leverage BERT to select questions in the intent clari�cation task.
Speci�cally, we select the �rst question based on the relevance
score of matching a candidate q to topic t calculated with BERT:

s (q, t ) = MLP0 (BERT-ENC(q, t )) (1)

where BERT-ENC(SA, SB ) is the output vector of matching sen-
tence A (SA) and sentence B (SB ) as shown in Figure 2,MLP0 is a
multilayer perceptron (MLP) with output dimension 1. Speci�cally,
BERT-ENC(SA, SB ) inputs the token, segment, and position embed-
dings of the sequence ([CLS], tokens in SA, [SEP], tokens in SB ) to
the pre-trained BERT model [13] and take the vector of [CLS] after
the transformer encoder layers as output.

Loss Function. We have two ways of calculating the training
loss. As a �rst option, assuming that we do not have any prior
knowledge about each user’s intent, the retrieval of the �rst ques-
tion should simply focus on retrieving questions that are relevant
to the initial query string t . Thus we collect a set of query pairs
Q
P and each pair consists of a relevant and a non-relevant ques-

tion, i.e., QP = {(q+,q�) |� (q+) > 0,� (q�) = 0}. We consider all
the questions with positive labels having the same label 1, i.e.,
�
0(q) = I (� (q) > 0), where I is an indicator function and equals

to 1 when the input condition is true otherwise it is 0. The proba-
bility of question q in the entry (pair) E (E 2 QP ) being relevant to
query topic t is calculated with the softmax function:

Prob (�0(q) = 1) =
exp(s (q, t ))

P
q0 2E exp(s (q0, t ))

,E 2 QP . (2)

Then the loss function L is the cross-entropy between the binary
question labels (1, 0) of the pair and the probability distribution of
(Prob (�0(q+) = 1), Prob (�0(q�) = 1)):

LBERT-INIT = �
X

E2QP

X

q2E
�
0(q) log Prob (�0(q) = 1). (3)

In this case, the loss function is essentially pairwise loss. We refer
to the model trained with QP as BERT-INIT.

Among the relevant questions of the same query, only questions
that match user intents can receive positive feedback and have label
2. As a second option, when we further consider which relevant
questions are more likely to receive positive feedback in a prior
distribution, the multi-grade label of a question can be used for
training. We extend the set of question pairsQP to question triplets
Q
T = {(qF,q⇤,q�) |� (qF) = 2,� (q⇤) = 1,� (q� = 0)} and still use

the cross-entropy loss to optimize the model. In other words, we
train the model according to:

LMBERT-INIT = �
X

E2QT

X

q2E
� (q) log Prob (� (q) > 0), (4)



where Prob (� (q) > 0) is calculated based on Equation (2) with QP

replaced by QT and E is an entry of triplet. As in [1], this loss func-
tion can be considered as a list-wise loss of the constructed triplets.
Since the probability of each question to be a target question is
normalized by the scores of all the three questions in the triplet,
maximizing the score of question with label 2 will reduce the score
of questions with label 1 and 0. Also, questions with larger labels
have more impact to the loss. This ensures that the model is opti-
mized to learn higher scores for questions that have larger labels.
We refer to this model as MBERT-INIT.

3.3 Clarifying Intents Using Negative Feedback
While the only basis of the system’s decision is topic t in the �rst
conversation turn, the system can refer to conversation history
in the following interactions. As we assume that the system will
terminate the conversation and return the documents when the
user con�rms the question with positive feedback, all the avail-
able information for selecting the next clarifying question besides
the topic t is negative feedback. It means that the next question
should cover a di�erent intent from previous questions while being
relevant to topic t .

Inspired by the maximal marginal relevance (MMR) principle in
search diversi�cation studies [7], here we propose an MMR-based
BERT model (MMR-BERT) to leverage negative feedback in the
conversations. In search diversi�cation, the basic idea of MMR is
to select the next document by maximizing its relevance to the
initial query and dissimilarities to previously selected documents.
Similarly, in MMR-BERT, we select the next question by jointly
considering the relevance of each candidate question with respect
to the initial topic t and their similarities to previous questions.
Let Q be the question candidate set, and Qh = {qi |1  i  |h |}
be the set of questions in the conversation history h. Let BERT-
ENC(SA, SB ) be a matching function that takes two pieces of text
(i.e., SA and SB ) as input and outputs an embedding/feature vector
to model their similarities. 3 As shown in Figure 2, MMR-BERT
�rst obtains the matching of the topic t with candidate question
q, i.e., BERT-ENC(t ,q) and the matching between each previous
question qi (1  i  |h |) and q, i.e., BERT-ENC(qi ,q). Then it
maps the obtained vectors to lower d-dimension space (Rd ) with
a multilayer perceptron (MLP) MLP1, where each layer is a feed-
forward neural network followed by Recti�ed Linear Unit (ReLU)
activation function. The parameters in MLP1 are shared across
multiple matching pairs to let the condensed vectors comparable.
Formally, the �nal matching between x and q is:

o(x ,q) = MLP1 (BERT-ENC(x ,q)) 2 Rd

x = t or qi , 1  i  |h |
(5)

The �nal score of q is computed as:

MMR-BERT(q, t ,h)=MLP2 ([o(t ,q);MaxPool1i |h |o(qi ,q)]) (6)

where MaxPool represents apply max pooling on a group of vec-
tors, [·; ·] denotes the concatenation between two vectors,MLP2 is
another MLP for projection to R1.
3Here we use BERT encoder as our matching model because it has been shown to
be e�ective in modeling the latent semantics of text data, which is important for our
task since di�erent facets of the same topic often have subtle semantic di�erences that
cannot be captured by simple methods such as keyword matching.

Given the user’s negative feedback to the asked questions in the
conversation history h, the probability of a candidate q covering
user intent is calculated according to:

Prob (� (q)=2|h)= exp(MMR-BERT(q, t ,h))
P
q0 2E exp(MMR-BERT(q0, t ,h))

,E 2QT, (7)

where QT is a set of triplets, E is a triplet of questions with label 2,
1, and 0, as in Section 3.2. To di�erentiate the questions that would
receive positive feedback from users and questions that are relevant
to the topic t but do not match user intents, we use the multiple-
grade labels in the loss function, as MBERT-INIT in Section 3.2.
Since Prob (� (q) = 2,h) = Prob (� (q) = 2|h)Prob (h) and Prob (h) is
�xed for topic t during training. The loss function is:

LMMR-BERT / �
X

E2QT

X

h2H (E )

X

q2E
� (q) log Prob (� (q) = 2|h), (8)

where H (E) is the history set of conversation turns of length 0,
1, 2, and so on, corresponding to triplet entry E. For example, if
the questions qa ,qb , and qc are already asked for topic t , H (E) =
{;, {qa }, {qa ,qb }, {qa ,qb ,qc }}. The answers in the history are omit-
ted in the notation since they are all “no". In this way, questions
that cover similar intents to historically asked questions Qh have
lower labels than the questions that have target intents and thus
will be punished.

Di�erences from Other BERT-based Models. Most existing
BERT-based models for clarifying question selection leverage the
topic(query), questions, and answers in the conversation history
and do not di�erentiate answers that are con�rmation or denial
[3, 14]. In contrast, MMR-BERT is speci�cally designed to leverage
negative feedback from conversation history, which means it uses
previously asked questions as input and does not use the answers
in the history as they are all denial (we assume that the system
would stop asking questions when it has identi�ed the user intent).
From the perspective of model design, existing models typically use
average BERT representations of each historical conversation turn
[3] or concatenate the sequence of a query, question, and answer in
each turn as input to BERT models [14]. When used in the intent
clari�cation task, these methods either do not di�erentiate the
e�ect of each asked question or do not consider the e�ect of the
initial query should be modeled di�erently from the questions with
negative feedback. Following the MMR principle, our MMR-BERT
model takes the task characteristics into account and thus can more
e�ectively use negative feedback.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This section introduces the data we use for experiments, how we
evaluate the proposed models, the competing methods for compar-
ison, and the technical details in the experiments.

4.1 Data
We use Qulac [3] for experiments. As far as we know, it is the only
dataset with mostly yes/no clarifying questions in information-
seeking conversations. Qulac uses the topics in the TREC Web
Track 2009-2012 [10, 11] as initial user queries. These topics are
either “ambiguous” or “faceted” and are originally designed for
the task of search result diversi�cation. For each topic, Qulac has
collected multiple clarifying questions for each facet (or intent) of



Table 1: Statistics of our revised version of Qulac.

# topics 198
# faceted/ambiguous topics 141/57
# facets 762
Average/Median facet per topic 3.85±1.05/4
# informational/navigational facets 577/185
# questions/question-answer pairs 2,639/10,277
# question with positive answers 2,007
Average words per question/answer 9.49±2.53/8.21±4.42
# expanded conversations 8,962
# conversations starting with 0/1 turns 762/8,200

the topic through crowd-sourcing; then for each facet of the topic,
Qulac obtained the answers to all the questions of the topic from
the annotators. The relevance judgments of documents regarding
each topic-facet are inherited from the TREC Web track.

We re�ned Qulac for the intent clari�cation task by assigning
labels 2 or 1 to the questions that receive positive or negative
feedback in the answers and label 0 to questions not associated
with the topic. Many negative answers in Qulac also include the
user’s true intent, such as “No. I want to know B.” to the question
“Do you want to know A?”. It is too optimistic to assume users
always provide true intents in their answers. Also, in that case,
negative feedback does not have di�erence from positive feedback
or is even better. To test how the models performs at incorporating
negative feedback alone, we ignore the supplementary information
and only keep “no” as user answers. For questions that are not
yes/no questions, we consider the answers are negative feedback.

To check whether a model can clarify user intents based on the
negative feedback in the conversation history more su�ciently, we
enlarge the dataset by including all the questions with label 1 as
a 1-turn conversation for each topic-facet. In other words, besides
letting the model select the �rst question, we also enumerate all the
questions with label 1 as the �rst question to check how a model
performs under various contexts. The original Qulac enumerates
all the questions associated with a query to construct conversations
of 1 to 3 turns and only select 1 more question based on the pre-
constructed static conversation history. While we also enlarge the
data similarly, we only construct conversations with 1 turn, and
select questions based on previously selected questions.

The resulting data has 8,962 conversations in total, including 762
conversations of 0-turn (only initial query) and 8,200 1-turn (the
added conversations). With the enlarged data, we have many more
conversations with various contexts as feedback to test the models
and to establish the e�ectiveness of the results. The statistics are
shown in Table 1.

4.2 Evaluation
We evaluate the models on two tasks: 1) the proposed intent clari-
�cation task to see whether it can ask the questions covering the
true user intent within fewer conversation turns; 2) the associated
document retrieval task to see whether the asked clarifying ques-
tions can improve the document retrieval performance. Following
[3, 14], we use 5-fold cross-validation for evaluation. We split the
topics to each fold according to their id modulo 5. Three folds are
used for training, one fold for validation, and one fold for testing.
For the question ranking task, we use Query Likelihood (QL) [19]
to retrieve an initial set of candidates and conduct re-ranking with

BERT-based models. For the document retrieval task, as in [3, 14],
we use the revised QL model for retrieval: replacing the original
query language model with a convex combination of the language
models of the initial query (t ) and all the question-answer pairs in
the conversation (h).

For the intent clari�cation task, we concatenate the question
asked in each conversation turn as a ranking list for evaluation.
The primary evaluation metric is MRR calculated based on ques-
tions with label 2, which indicates the number of turns a model
needs to identify true user intent. We also include NDCG@3 and
NDCG@5 based on labels 2 and 0 to show how a model identi�es
the target questions in the �rst 3 or 5 interactions. To evaluate the
overall quality of the clarifying questions, we also use NDCG@3
and NDCG@5 computed using the multi-grade labels 2, 1, and 0
as metrics. These metrics also give rewards to the questions that
receive negative feedback from users but are still relevant to the
topic. We exclude NDCG@1 since the focus of the evaluation is to
see how a model leverages the negative feedback in the context,
whereas the �rst question is ranked based on only the original
query. Also, the initial question in most of the conversations is with
label 1 in the enlarged dataset regardless of the model used.

For the document retrieval task, we use MRR, Precision(P)@1,
NDCG@1, 5, and 20 as the evaluation metrics. MRR measures the
position of the �rst relevant documents. NDCG@1, 5, and 20 in-
dicate the performance based on 5-level labels (0-4) at di�erent
positions. Fisher random test [26] with p < 0.05 is used to measure
statistical signi�cance for both tasks.

4.3 Baselines
We include seven representative baselines to select questions and
compare their performance to MMR-BERT on both the intent clari-
�cation task and the associated document retrieval task:

QL: The Query Likelihood [19] (QL) model is a term-based re-
trieval model that ranks candidates by the likelihood of a query
generated from a candidate, also serving to collect initial candidates.

BERT-INIT: A BERT-based model trained with label 1 and 0 in
Section 3.2.

MBERT-INIT: A BERT-based model trained with label 2, 1 and
0 as mentioned in Section 3.2.

SingleNeg[15]: A negative feedback method that extracts a sin-
gle negative topic model from the mixture with the language model
of background corpus built with the non-relevant results. MMR:
The Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) model [7] ranks ques-
tions according to the original MMR equation proposed for search
diversi�cation as

argmaxq2Q\Qh� f (t ,q) � (1 � �)maxq0 2Qh f (q
0,q), (9)

where we set f (., .) = si�moid (BERT-INIT(., .)) to measure simi-
larity, and 0  �  1 is a hyper-parameter.

BERT-NeuQS: BERT-NeuQS [1] uses the average BERT repre-
sentations of questions and answers in each historical conversation
turn as well as features from query performance prediction (QPP)
for next clarifying question selection. To see the e�ect of model
architecture alone, we did not include the QPP features.

BERT-GT: The Guided Transformer model (BERT-GT) [14] en-
codes conversation history by inputting the concatenated sequence
of a topic (query), clarifying questions and answers in the history to



a BERT model, guided by top-retrieved questions or documents to
select next clarifying question.

QL, BERT-INIT, and MBERT-INIT only use the initial query for
ranking while the other models also consider the conversation his-
tory. SingleNeg andMMR are based on heuristics. BERT-NeuQS and
BERT-GT are state-of-the-art neural models for clarifying question
selection. We discard the numbers of other negative feedback meth-
ods such as MultiNeg [15] and Rocchio [25] due to their inferior
performance. BERT-NeuQS uses the query performance prediction
scores of a candidate question for document retrieval to enrich
the question representation. Our model signi�cantly outperforms
BERT-NeuQS if we also add this information. However, since we
focus on studying which method is better at leveraging the negative
feedback, for fair comparisons, we do not include this part for both
BERT-NeuQS and our model. BERT-GT works better with questions
than documents in our experiments so we only report the setting
with questions. MMR-BERT uses the �rst question from BERT-INIT
as its initial question.

4.4 Technical Details
We �rst �ne-tuned the “bert-base-uncased” version of BERT 4 using
our local documents with 3 epochs. Then we �ne-tuned BERT-INIT
with 5 epochs allowing all the parameters to be updated. All the
other BERT-based models loaded the parameters of the trained
BERT-INIT and �xed the parameters in the transformer encoder
layers during training. This is because the tremendous amount
of parameters in the BERT encoders can easily overwhelm the
remaining parameters in di�erent models on the data at Qulac’s
scale, which makes the model performance unstable. The variance
of model performance is huge in multiple runs if we let all the
parameters free, which leads to unconvincing comparisons. The
limit of conversation turns k was set to 5. We optimized these
models with the Adam [16] optimizer and learning rate 0.0005 for
10 epochs. The number of MLP layers that have output dimension 1
was set from {1, 2}. The dimension of the hidden layer of the 2-layer
MLPswas selected from {4, 8, 16, 32}. � in Equation (9) and the query
weight in SingleNeg were scanned from 0.8 to 0.99. Feedback term
count in SingleNeg was chosen from {10, 20, 30}. Top 10 questions
were used in BERT-GT. The coe�cient to balance the weight of
initial query and conversation history in the document retrieval
model was scanned from 0 to 1 for each method.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Next, we show the experimental results of the clarifying question se-
lection task and the associated document retrieval task. We analyze
the model behaviors as well as success and failure cases.

5.1 Clarifying Question Selection Results
Overall Performance.As shown in Table 2,MMR-BERT has achieved
the best performance to identify the target questions that cover true
user intents. It outperforms the best baselines signi�cantly regard-
ing almost all the metrics. Note that the evaluation is based on 8,962
conversations and 8,200 of them have the same �rst negative ques-
tion in the enlarged data so all the models can re�ne the question
selection only from the second question for most conversations.
4https://github.com/huggingface/transformers

Table 2: Model performance on intent clari�cation task eval-
uated using only label 2 or both label 1 & 2. ‘*’ indicates the
best baseline results, and ‘†’ shows the statistically signi�-
cant improvements over them.

Model Label 2 only Label 1&2
MRR NDCG3 NDCG5 NDCG3 NDCG5

QL 0.216 0.130 0.159 0.514 0.565
BERT-INIT 0.235 0.143 0.173 0.531 0.583
MBERT-INIT 0.235 0.144 0.173 0.532* 0.584
SingleNeg 0.217 0.131 0.160 0.513 0.565
MMR 0.237 0.144 0.178 0.531 0.585*
BERT-NeuQS 0.241 0.146 0.182* 0.528 0.580
BERT-GT 0.242* 0.148* 0.178 0.530 0.580
MMR-BERT 0.248† 0.152† 0.189† 0.533 0.586†
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Figure 3: Comparison of MMR-BERT and baselines in terms
of the cumulative number of success conversations at each
turn on the intent clari�cation task.

This limits the improvements of MMR-BERT over the baselines.
However, the improvements on about nine thousand data points
are signi�cant.

Word-based methods (QL and SingleNeg) are inferior to the other
neural methods by a large margin. Also, SingleNeg hardly improves
upon QL, indicating that word-based topic modeling methods are
not e�ective to incorporate negative feedback in clarifying ques-
tion selection, probably due to insu�cient words to build topic
models. The BERT-based methods using the feedback information
can identify the �rst target questions earlier than BERT-INIT and
MBERT-INIT. With the similarity function provided by BERT-INIT,
MMR can outperform BERT-INIT. The ability of BERT models to
measure semantic similarity is essential for the MMR principle to
be e�ective. Moreover, while BERT-NeuQS and BERT-GT improve
the metrics regarding label 2, their performance regarding ques-
tions with label 1 is harmed. BERT-NeuQS concatenates the topic
representation with the average representations of each q-a pair
and BERT-GT encode the sequence of the conversation history
(t , (q1,a1), · · · , (q |h | ,a |h | )) as a whole. Thus it could be di�cult for
them to �gure out which part a candidate question should be simi-
lar to and which part not. By matching a candidate question with
the topic and each historical question individually, MMR-BERT can
balance the similarity to the topic and dissimilarity to the historical
questions better.

Number of Success Conversations. Figure 3 shows the cu-
mulative number of success conversations of each method that

https://github.com/huggingface/transformers


correctly identi�es user intents at the third, fourth, and �fth turns.
We focus more on how to leverage the negative feedback in the
conversation so far rather than how to ask the �rst clarifying ques-
tion without feedback information. As shown in the �gure, among
all the 8,962 conversations, MMR-BERT identi�es user intents in
41.2%, 52.2%, and 59.2% conversations by asking at most 3, 4, and
5 clarifying questions. The best baseline at each turn is di�erent
while MMR-BERT always has the overall best performance across
various turns. This indicates that our MMR-BERT can leverage
negative feedback more e�ectively than the baselines in identifying
user intents.

Impact of Topic Type. In Figure 4, we study how MMR-BERT
performs on queries of di�erent types compared with other meth-
ods. As we mentioned in Section 4.1, query topics in Qulac are
faceted or ambiguous. An example of a faceted query is “elliptical
trainer”, which has the facets such as “What are the bene�ts of an
elliptical trainer compared to other �tness machines?”, “where can
I buy a used or discounted elliptical trainer?”, “What are the best
elliptical trainers for home use?” and “I’m looking for reviews of
elliptical machines.” An ambiguous query is a query that has multi-
ple meanings, e.g., “memory”, which can refer to human memory,
computer memory, and the board game named as memory. From
Figure 4, we have two major observations:

1) All the methods perform better on faceted queries than on
ambiguous queries. Since QL performs worse on ambiguous queries
than on faceted queries by a large margin, the performance of other
methods is limited by the quality of initial candidate clarifying ques-
tions retrieved by QL. It also indicates that questions for ambiguous
queries in the corpus have less word matching than faceted queries.

2) The improvements of MMR-BERT over other methods are
much larger on ambiguous queries than on faceted queries. It is
essential to di�erentiate the semanticmeanings of various clarifying
questions relevant to the same query when leveraging the negative
feedback. Clarifying questions of a faceted query are usually about
subtopics under the small space of the query topic and the words
co-occurring with the query in each subtopic have much overlap.
Again for the “elliptical trainer” example, the latter associated 3
intents are all related to the purchase need, and the words such
as “buy”, “best”, and “reviews” can co-occur often in the corpus.
Thus it is di�cult to di�erentiate these questions even for BERT-
based models. In contrast, clarifying questions corresponding to
each meaning of an ambiguous query usually consist of di�erent
sets of context words, e.g., human memory can have “memory loss”
and “brain” in the related texts while computer memory always co-
occurs with “disk”, “motherboard”, etc. As BERT has seen various
contexts in a huge corpus during pre-training, they have better
capabilities to di�erentiate the meanings of an ambiguous query
compared to the subtopics of a faceted query. However, BERT-
NeuQS and BERT-GT cannot fully take advantage of BERT’s ability
to di�erentiate semantic meanings due to their architecture, either
averaging the representations of historical questions or encoding
the sequence of query and the asked questions.

Impact of Facet Type. We compare each method in terms of
their performance on di�erent types of intent facets in Figure 5.
Similar to the varied performance in terms of topic type, QL per-
forms worse on navigational facets than on informational facets.
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Figure 4:MRRof eachmethod in the intent clari�cation task
in terms of topic type.
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Figure 5:MRRof eachmethod in the intent clari�cation task
in terms of facet type.

The clarifying questions that ask about navigational intents some-
times do not match any of the query words such as “are you looking
for a speci�c web site?” and “any speci�c company on your mind?”
In such cases, the target questions are not included in the candi-
date pool for re-ranking, which leads to inferior performance on
navigational queries.

In addition, we �nd that neural methods perform worse than
word-matching-based methods on navigational queries. Questions
that ask about navigational intents are usually in the format of “do
you need any speci�c web page about X (query)?” rather than the
typical format of questions about informational intents such as “are
you interested in Y (subtopics) of X (query)?” Also, navigational
facets are much fewer than informational facets (185 versus 577),
which leads to a smaller amount of questions about navigational
facets. The supervised neural models tend to promote questions
asking about informational intents during re-ranking since they
are semantically more similar to the query (talking about their
subtopics) and they are more likely to be relevant in the training
data. In contrast, word-matching-based methods treat navigational
and informational questions similarly since they both hit query
words and have similar length. By selecting the next question di�er-
ent from previous questions and relevant to the query, MMR-BERT
does not demote questions about navigational facets and does not
harm the performance on navigational facets.

5.2 Document Retrieval Performance
Table 3 and Figure 6 show the document retrieval performance of
using the original query alone and using the conversations pro-
duced by each method. In Table 3, we observe that all the question



Table 3: Document retrieval performance with conversa-
tions composed by each model. The best baseline results
aremarkedwith ‘*’, and the statistically signi�cant improve-
ments over them are marked with‘†’.

Model MMR P1 NDCG1 NDCG5 NDCG20
OriginalQuery 0.267 0.181 0.121 0.128 0.131
QL 0.292 0.209 0.146 0.142 0.141
BERT-INIT 0.299 0.210* 0.145 0.143 0.143
MBERT-INIT 0.298 0.209 0.143 0.142 0.144*
SingleNeg 0.292 0.209 0.147* 0.142 0.141
MMR 0.301* 0.210* 0.143 0.143 0.144*
BERT-NeuQS 0.296 0.209 0.145 0.145* 0.142
BERT-GT 0.294 0.206 0.141 0.145* 0.143
MMR-BERT 0.306† 0.217† 0.151† 0.146 0.146†
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Figure 6: MRR at each turn on document retrieval.

selection methods can promote relevant documents signi�cantly
by asking clarifying questions. The questions asked by MMR-BERT
achieve the best document retrieval performance, indicating that
our model can �nd users’ target information at higher positions
by identifying user intents better. Since the model for document
retrieval is a simple word-based model, the advantage of asking
correct questions may not be re�ected in retrieving documents. The
cases in Section 5.3 show this point. Also, as mentioned in Section
4.4, the methods can ask at most 5 questions when they cannot iden-
tify user intents. These questions could have more supplementary
information than BERT-MMR in �nding relevant documents if they
are of label 1. Nonetheless, MMR-BERT still achieves signi�cant
improvements on 8,962 conversations.

Figure 6 con�rms the advantage of MMR-BERT by showing that
it can retrieve documents relevant to user needs better at earlier
turns as well. With more interactions allowed, MMR-BERT can
identify more true user intents and thus achieve better document
retrieval performance. Among the baselines that select questions
using negative feedback, MMR has the best evaluation results most
of the time, probably due to its better overall performance in intent
clari�cation, shown in Table 2. It boosts questions with label 2
without harming the performance of questions with label 1. Using
revised QL for document retrieval, questions of label 1 can also be
more helpful than a non-relevant question.

5.3 Case Analysis
We extract some representative successful and failure cases of MMR-
BERT compared with the best baseline - BERT-GT in terms of MRR
in the intent clari�cation task, shown in Table 4. We include con-
versations of faceted and ambiguous queries as well as navigational
and informational facets for both good and bad cases to show how
the models perform on various types of queries and facets. In these
cases, MMR-BERT and BERT-GT have the same initial clarifying
questions with negative feedback. These cases show how MMR-
BERT and BERT-GT select the next question based on the same
previous negative feedback.

Success Cases.MMR-BERT identi�es the correct user intent by
selecting questions that are relevant to the query while di�erent
from previous questions with negative feedback. In contrast, BERT-
GT tends to select questions that are similar to both the query and
the previous questions. For the example query “diversity”, the initial
clarifying question asks whether the intent is to �nd the de�nition
of diversity. MRR-BERT asks the user whether he/she needs the
educational materials about diversity in the second turn. However,
BERT-GT still asks questions about the de�nition of diversity twice
in the following four turns. For the ambiguous query “�ushing”,
given negative feedback on the �rst question about toilet �ushing,
MMR-BERT asks about Flushing in New York in the next question
while BERT-GT still asks about the �ushing of the same meaning
in the second question. For another ambiguous query “the sun”, the
�rst clarifying question is about sun size. Based on the negative
response, MMR-BERT asks about another meaning of the sun - the
newspaper named as the sun. In contrast, the next four questions
BERT-GT asks are all about the sun as a star, and the question in
the fourth turn is again about the size of the sun. Improvements
in identifying the correct clarifying questions can lead to better
performance in the associated document retrieval task but it is not
always the case probably due to the simplicity of the document
retrieval model.

Failure Cases. The questions asked by MMR-BERT in each con-
versation are more diverse and tend to cover more intents. However,
the questions that receive positive feedback sometimes are more
semantically similar to the questions with negative feedback than
the other questions. In such cases, MMR-BERT fails to identify the
correct intents within fewer conversation turns by asking diverse
questions. For the faceted query “raised gardens” with intent “�nd
photos of raised garden beds”, the initial question does not include
any query words, so emphasizing the di�erence from this question
is not helpful and could even be harmful to select next question by
introducing noise. For the ambiguous query “rice”, the �rst question
asking whether the user wants a speci�c type of rice receives a
negative response. In the following conversations, MMR-BERT asks
about other meanings of rice such as Rice University and a person
named Rice. BERT-GT selects the question that is also related to the
meaning of rice as food in the next turn. Although referring to the
same meaning, the aspect of the recipe is the true user intent. Simi-
larly, for the query “�ushing”, while the user wants the street map
of Flushing New York, the question that asks about the direction to
Flushing New York receives negative feedback. MMR-BERT selects
questions about other meanings of �ushing in the next several turns
including the mechanism or technique, face �ushing, and Flushing



Table 4: Good and bad cases of MMR-BERT compared with the best baseline - BERT-GT in terms of their MRR
di�erences(�MRR of CQ) in the intent clari�cation task. The maximal number of conversation turns is 5. �MRR of Doc
denotes the MRR di�erence of the associated document retrieval task after the conversation. Queries are shown in the format
of query(facet description); topic type; facet type.

Query: “diversity”(“How is workplace diversity achieved and managed?”); faceted; informational

BERT-GT

are you looking for a de�nition of diversity? no

�MRR of CQ: +0.500
�MRR of Doc: +0.667

would you like the legal de�nition of diversity? no
would you like to know how diversity helps or harms an organization? no
do you need the de�nition of diversity? no
would you like to see results about diversity in a business setting? no

MMR-BERT are you looking for a de�nition of diversity? no
are you looking for educational materials about diversity? yes, i need materials on achieving workplace diversity

Query: “�ushing”(“Find information about Flushing, a neighborhood in New York City.”); ambiguous; informational

BERT-GT

would you like to see diagrams of how a toilet �ushes? no

�MRR of CQ: +0.500
�MRR of Doc: +0.005

would you like to know about the plumbing mechanisms of �ushing? no
what aspect of the �ushing remonstrance would you like to learn more about? no
which battle would you like to learn about how the technique of �ushing was used? no
what �ushing are you interested in toilet or facial? no

MMR-BERT would you like to see diagrams of how a toilet �ushes? no
are you referring to �ushing new york? yes

Query: “the sun”(“Find the homepage for the U.K. newspaper, The Sun.”); ambiguous; navigational

BERT-GT

are you interested in the suns size? no

�MRR of CQ: +0.500
�MRR of Doc: +0.000

are you interested in objects orbiting the sun? no
do you want to know how far the sun is away from di�erent planets? no
are you looking for information about how big the sun is? no
do you want to know facts about the sun? no

MMR-BERT are you interested in the suns size? no
are you looking for the news paper the sun? yes, the uk newspaper

Query: “raised gardens”(“Find photos of raised garden beds.”); faceted; navigational

BERT-GT do you need information in di�erent types that can be made? no

�MRR of CQ: -0.500
�MRR of Doc: -0.166

is your request related to raised garden beds? yes, �nd pictures of it

MMR-BERT

do you need information in di�erent types that can be made? no
what speci�c supply would you like to buy for your raised garden? no
do you want to take a class about raised gardens? no
do you want to buy a book about raised? no
do you want to know how to create a raised garden? no

Query: “rice”(“Find recipes for rice, for example fried rice or rice pudding.”); ambiguous; informational

BERT-GT are you looking for a speci�c type of rice? no

�MRR of CQ: -0.500
�MRR of Doc: -0.000

are you looking for recipes that include rice? yes, i want recipes for rice

MMR-BERT

are you looking for a speci�c type of rice? no
are you looking for rice university? no
do you want to know the nutritional content of rice? no
are you referring to a person named rice? no
what type of rice dish are you looking? no

Query: “�ushing”(“Find a street map of Flushing, NY.”); ambiguous; navigational

BERT-GT would you like directions to �ushing new york? no

�MRR of CQ: -0.500
�MRR of Doc: -0.167

are you referring to �ushing new york? yes, exactly

MMR-BERT

would you like directions to �ushing new york? no
would you like to know about the plumbing mechanisms of �ushing? no
do you want to know why your face is �ushing? no
are you looking for a directions to the new york hall of science in �ushing meadows corona park? no
which battle would you like to learn about how the technique of �ushing was used? no

meadows corona park. However, the true intent is another facet
of the same meaning. These cases argue for other strategies to ask
questions such as clarifying meanings for ambiguous queries �rst
and then asking about the subtopics under the correct meaning. We
leave this study as future work. The performance of MMR-BERT in
these cases in the associated document retrieval task sometimes is
not always worse than BERT-GT, due to some useful information
contained in the conversations even though the questions do not
receive positive feedback.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an intent clari�cation task based on
yes/no clarifying questions in information-seeking conversations.
The task’s goal is to ask questions that can uncover the true user
intent behind an ambiguous or faced query within the fewest con-
versation turns. We propose a maximal-marginal-relevance-based
BERT model (MMR-BERT) that leverages the negative feedback

to the previous questions using the MMR principle. Experimental
results on the re�ned Qulac dataset show that MMR-BERT has
signi�cantly better performance than the competing question selec-
tion models in both the intent identi�cation task and the associated
document retrieval task.

For futurework, we plan to evaluate the e�ect of the asked clarify-
ing questions on the associated document retrieval task with neural
document retrieval models. We are also interested in studying how
to e�ectively use negative feedback on the clarifying questions in
the document retrieval model.
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